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Abstract. Following a solar wind pressure pulse on 3 August
2001, GOES 8, GOES 10, Cluster and Polar observed dipo-
larizations of the magnetic field, accompanied by an east-
ward expansion of the aurora observed by IMAGE, indicat-
ing the occurrence of two substorms. Prior to the first sub-
storm, the motion of the plasma sheet with respect to Cluster
was in the ZGSM direction. Observations following the sub-
storms show the occurrence of current sheet waves moving
predominantly in the−YGSM direction. Following the second
substorm, the current sheet waves caused multiple current
sheet crossings of the Cluster spacecraft, previously studied
by Zhang et al. (2002). We further this study to show that
the velocity of the current sheet waves was similar to the ex-
pansion velocity of the substorm aurora and the expansion of
the dipolarization regions in the magnetotail. Furthermore,
we compare these results with the current sheet wave mod-
els of Golovchanskaya and Maltsev (2005) and Erkaev et al.
(2008). We find that the Erkaev et al. (2008) model gives the
best fit to the observations.
Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetotail; Solar
wind-magnetosphere interactions; Storms and substorms)
1 Introduction
The magnetotail current sheet has been extensively stud-
ied since spacecraft technology allowed for in-situ measure-
ments to be made. These in-situ measurements have shown
that the current sheet often has a flapping or wavy motion
(e.g. Sergeev et al., 2004, 2006) which is not only an interest-
ing dynamical feature, warranting its own investigation (e.g.
Zhang et al., 2002), but also facilitates the further investiga-
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tion of the current sheet structure (e.g. Sergeev et al., 2003;
Runov et al., 2006).
Early studies of the current sheet motion were restricted
to single spacecraft observations and as such, the motion
of current sheet waves could not be determined unambigu-
ously. It was suggested that the current sheet motion may
be due to variations in the solar wind (Speiser and Ness,
1967) or waves propagating across the tail (Nakagawa and
Nishida, 1989). Observations made by the multi-spacecraft
Cluster mission have removed this ambiguity. Case studies
(Zhang et al., 2002; Runov et al., 2003; Sergeev et al., 2003;
Zhang et al., 2005) and statistical studies (Sergeev et al.,
2006) have shown that during periods in which the Cluster
spacecraft crossed the current sheet several times, the current
sheet tended to be highly tilted in the YZ plane and exhibited
transient features in the dusk/dawn direction away from the
centre of the tail. Zhang et al. (2005) also showed that cur-
rent sheet waves extended over∼10RE in the Earthwards di-
rection by comparing data from the Cluster and Double Star
missions. Using Cluster data to investigate the validity of the
minimum variance analysis technique (MVA; Sonnerup and
Cahill, 1967; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998), Sergeev et al.
(2006) used Geotail data to show that the occurrence rate
of plasma sheet flapping with radial and cross tail location
was comparable to the occurrence rate of bursty bulk flows
(BBFs). They also showed that superposed epoch analysis of
the AE index at the time of plasma sheet flapping suggested
that plasma sheet flapping was likely during substorm ex-
pansion phases. This was in agreement with previous studies
(e.g. Bauer et al., 1995; Sergeev et al., 1998) that suggested
that substorms might cause current sheet waves.
Prior to substorm expansion phase onset, the magneto-
tail becomes stretched and less dipolar (e.g. Fairfield and
Ness, 1970; Kokubun and McPherron, 1981; Nagai, 1982).
Following the expansion phase onset, the tail magnetic
field topology becomes more dipolar, especially at geosyn-
chronous orbit, coupled with the diversion of the cross tail
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Fig. 1. Plots of the Cluster and Polar orbital positions between
06:00 and 12:00 UT in the (a) XY, (b) YZ and (c) XZ in GSM co-
ordinates. The Cluster tetrahedron at 06:00 UT is magnified by a
factor of 20. Cluster 1 (Rumba, black circle) is plotted at the cor-
rect location. The locations of Cluster 1 and Polar at 09:00 and
12:00 UT are shown by open circles and triangles respectively.
current into the ionosphere via the substorm current wedge
(McPherron et al., 1973; Rostoker, 1974; Nagai, 1982). This
dipolarization of the field is initially localised and then ex-
pands azimuthally (Kokubun and McPherron, 1981; Nagai,
1982). This dipolarization can extend over several RE down-
tail (Nakamura et al., 2005) and the azimuthal propagation
of the dipolarization at geosynchronous orbit has been asso-
ciated with the azimuthal expansion of the substorm auroral
bulge (Liou et al., 2002). Furthermore, it has been shown that
the expansive motion of the auroral bulge is determined by
the polarity of the IMF BY component if the IMF BY is fairly
steady, although the speed of the expansion is only mod-
erately correlated with the magnitude of the IMF BY (Liou
et al., 2006). Liou and Ruohoniemi (2006a,b) used two case
studies to show that the direction of the expansion of the au-
roral bulge was dependent on the plasma convection flows at
the location of the auroral breakup.
This study investigates the tail and auroral dynamics fol-
lowing a solar wind pressure pulse and two substorms. We
expand upon the study by Zhang et al. (2002), including data
from Polar, GOES 8 and 10 and Cluster, enabling us to de-
termine a global picture of the magnetotail dynamics at this
time. Comparing magnetotail data and auroral observations,
we show that the azimuthal expansion of dipolarized regions
extending radially across 12RE of the magnetotail is related
to an auroral expansion. Using four-spacecraft timing anal-
ysis, we show that the expansion velocity of these regions
is similar to the motion of the current sheet waves follow-
ing them. Furthermore, we test two models of current sheet
waves in order to determine which is more likely for this
event. From these observations and theoretical models, we
speculate that the velocities of both the waves and the dipo-
larization fronts are controlled by the configuration of the
magnetotail.
2 Instrumentation
In this study, data are employed from the Cluster Flux-
Gate Magnetometers (FGM; Balogh et al., 2001), Cluster
Ion Spectrometer CODIF sensors (CIS-CODIF; Re`me et al.,
2001), Cluster Plasma Electron and Current Experiment
HEEA sensors (PEACE-HEEA; Johnstone et al., 1997), Po-
lar Magnetic Field Experiment (MFE; Russell et al., 1995)
and GOES 8 and 10 Magnetometers. We note that the
GOES 8 data are subject to an offset in the BZ component
and, hence, apply a correction of −7 nT (Tsyganenko et al.,
2003). Prior to 08:08 UT, the FGM onboard Cluster was run-
ning in EXT mode. This mode stores spin resolution FGM
data in burst mode memory at times when the spacecraft are
not telemetering data. The data are telemetered to the ground
at the first opportunity. These data are calibrated using the
onboard calibrations and have an increased uncertainty in the
time-stamps due to the collection method (see Balogh et al.,
2001, for details). After 08:08 UT, FGM data based on the
5 Hz resolution data from the Cluster Active Archive (CAA)
are employed. These data have been calibrated to facilitate
the multi-spacecraft analysis techniques used in this study.
Polar MFE data have a temporal resolution of 6 s, whereas
GOES MAG data have a temporal resolution of 60 s. The
moments from the PEACE-HEEA sensors have been calcu-
lated on the ground from a reduced angular resolution 3-
D particle distribution (3DX – see Johnstone et al., 1997).
Ground moments use improved calibrations and improved
corrections for the effects of the spacecraft potential. The
3-D distributions are not telemetered on every spin, so the
moments have a lower cadence which varies between space-
craft. Spacecraft data are presented in GSM coordinates un-
less otherwise stated.
Figure 1 shows the location of the Cluster and Polar space-
craft and Fig. 2 shows that of Polar, GOES 8 and GOES 10
in GSM coordinates between 06:00 and 12:00 UT. The Clus-
ter tetrahedron at 06:00 UT is magnified by a factor of 20,
with Cluster 1 plotted at the correct location. The loca-
tions of Polar, GOES 8 and GOES 10 at 06:00, 09:00 and
12:00 UT are shown as asterisks, open circles and trian-
gles, respectively. The location of Cluster 1 at 09:00 and
12:00 UT is shown as an open circle and triangle respec-
tively. Cluster was in the northern magnetosphere, with
Cluster 1 at [−16.6,−9.1,4.2]RE at 06:00 UT and moved to
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Fig. 2. Plots of the GOES 8 (blue), GOES 10 (red) and Polar
(black) orbital positions between 06:00 and 12:00 UT in the (a) XY,
(b) YZ and (c) XZ in GSM coordinates. The locations of the space-
craft at 06:00, 09:00 and 12:00 UT are represented by asterisks,
open circles and triangles, respectively.
[−16.6,−8.5,1.5]RE by 12:00 UT. Cluster 1 was the most
Earthward spacecraft, whereas Cluster 2, 3 and 4 were at
approximately the same downtail distance. Cluster 2 (red)
was the most duskward and northernmost spacecraft. Clus-
ter 3 (green) was the southernmost spacecraft and Cluster 4
(blue) was closest to dawn. The spacecraft were separated
by 1700–2000 km. Polar was initially in the southern mag-
netosphere at [−3.0,−2.3,−1.9]RE at 06:00 UT moving to
[−5.2,−6.4,4.5]RE by 12:00 UT. The GOES spacecraft
were in the northern magnetosphere throughout the inter-
val. GOES 8 (blue) was the most dawnward spacecraft, ini-
tially at [−6.1,−1.4,2]RE and moved to [1.5,−6.4,0.7]RE
by 12:00 UT, passing through the magnetic local time sec-
tor of Cluster and Polar. The closest separation of Polar and
GOES 8 occurred at 08:29 UT, with the spacecraft passing
within 9600 km of each other. GOES 10 (red) was initially
located in the pre-midnight sector at [−4.3,4.9,1.1]RE , mov-
ing to [−4.6,−4.1,2.3]RE by 12:00 UT.
Figure 3 shows the magnetic footprints of Cluster 1, Polar,
GOES 8 and GOES 10 between 06:00 and 12:00 UT, cal-
culated using the Tsyganenko (1989) model (hereafter re-
ferred to as the T89 model) with an input of KP = 4, in
MLT – invariant latitude coordinates from the Altitude Ad-
justed Corrected GeoMagnetic coordinate system (Baker and
Wing, 1989). Cluster remained close to 02:00 MLT through-
out, whereas Polar was located at 3±0.5 MLT throughout.
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Fig. 3. MLT – invariant latitude (AACGM) locations of the mag-
netic footprints of Cluster 1, Polar, GOES 8 and GOES 10 between
06:00 and 12:00 UT calculated using the T89 model. The initial
and final positions of the spacecraft are shown as crosses and aster-
isks respectively. The spacecraft positions are marked by dashes at
2-hourly intervals.
From 07:30 to 08:30 UT GOES 8, Cluster and Polar were
within one hour of MLT of each other.
Solar wind data are provided by the magnetometer (Smith
et al., 1998) and Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor
(SWEPAM; McComas et al., 1998) instruments on board the
ACE spacecraft (Stone et al., 1998). During the interval ACE
was situated at approximately [245,−15,30]RE , sunward of
the Earth. Solar wind data from ACE are lagged by compar-
ing the IMF with magnetometer data from the IMAGE mag-
netometer array (Luhr, 1994; Viljanen and Ha¨kkinen, 1997),
which was on the dayside between 07:00 and 13:00 MLT,
following the technique demonstrated by Volwerk et al.
(2004).
Northern Hemisphere auroral data are also employed
from the Far UltraViolet imager Wideband Imaging Camera
(FUV-WIC; Mende et al., 2000a,b,c) on board the IMAGE
spacecraft. During the interval, IMAGE was passing over the
northern polar region, passing through apogee at 08:10 UT,
with FUV-WIC imaging the northern polar region.
3 Observations
3.1 Interval overview and solar wind conditions
Solar wind ram pressure, density and velocity data from ACE
are shown in Fig. 4 in panels (a–c), respectively. The IMF
BX, BY and BZ are shown in panels (d–f) in GSM coor-
dinates. The IMF clock angle is shown in panel (g). The
interval covered is 06:00–12:00 UT. In order to determine
the solar wind conditions at Earth, it is necessary to lag the
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Fig. 4. Stack plot of solar wind and IMF data from ACE. The
data have been lagged by 50 min. Panel (a) shows the solar wind
ram pressure. Panel (b) shows the ion density. Panel (c) shows
the ion velocities in the X (black), Y (red) and Z (blue) directions.
Panels (d–f) show the IMF BX , BY , and BZ in GSM coordinates
respectively. Panel (g) shows the IMF clock angle in degrees.
data from ACE. It has previously been shown that the high-
latitude ionosphere and the IMF are strongly coupled, es-
pecially following solar wind pressure pulses (e.g. Volwerk
et al., 2004). The northward (H ) component of the mag-
netic field from a number of the IMAGE magnetometer chain
magnetometers, which cover 58–76° MLAT and were on the
dayside during the interval, are shown in Fig. 5. The data
from the selected stations is shown in order of descending
magnetic latitude. At 07:15 UT there was a distinct change
in the magnetic field. Stations north of Bear Island (BJN)
showed large, long period variations, whereas stations south
of Masi (MAS) showed a lower amplitude variability on a
much smaller timescale. Comparing the magnetometer po-
sitions with images from FUV-WIC on the IMAGE space-
craft (not shown) indicates that this difference in the dayside
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Fig. 5. Stack plot of H component ground magnetometer data from
selected stations in the IMAGE network. The dotted horizontal lines
represent 0 nT.
magnetic field response to the pressure pulse was dependent
on whether stations were on open or closed field-lines. The
increased variability of the dayside magnetic field suggests
that the lag between ACE and the Earth was 50 min. Data
from ACE are in Fig. 4 are presented with this lag applied.
This is less than, but comparable with, the 60 min lag used
by Zhang et al. (2002), and the 64 min lag predicted by the
model of Khan and Cowley (1999).
At 07:15 UT, a solar wind pressure pulse, in which the so-
lar wind ram pressure increased by a factor of five dominated
by a change in the solar wind density, impacted the magneto-
sphere (Fig. 4a–c). The ram pressure then slowly decreased,
reaching 6 nPa by the end of the interval, with increases of
∼2 nPa at 08:55 and 10:20 UT. Prior to the initial pressure
pulse, the ram pressure was 2 nPa and the IMF was consis-
tently southward. Data from 00:00 UT (not shown) indicates
that the IMF was southward for almost 5 h prior to the in-
terval shown in Fig. 4. Just before the pressure pulse, the
IMF BZ dropped to 0 nT. Coincident with the pressure pulse,
the IMF BZ magnitude increased briefly before decreasing to
vary about 0 nT. The IMF turned northward at 07:48 UT and
varied about northward and southward from that time. Also
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Fig. 6. (a) Keogram of auroral intensity along the 00:00 MLT
meridian between 50° and 80° magnetic latitude from 06:00 to
12:00 UT. (b) The AU and AL auroral indices between 06:00 and
12:00 UT. The vertical lines indicate substorm onsets.
following the pressure pulse, BY varied pseudo-periodically
about 0 nT with a periodicity of 20–30 min until 08:20 UT, at
which time it became persistently negative at −8 nT.
Figure 6 shows (a) a keogram of auroral intensity along the
midnight meridian from the FUV-WIC instrument onboard
the IMAGE spacecraft and (b) the AL and AU auroral in-
dices between 06:00 and 12:00 UT. Prior to the solar wind
pressure pulse, the auroral oval was dim and covered 65° to
70° magnetic latitude. Shortly after the arrival of the solar
wind pressure pulse, the auroral intensity increased, with a
large increase at the equatorward edge of the auroral oval.
At 07:40 UT, the bright aurora expanded rapidly polewards.
A further poleward expansion of the aurora was observed
at 08:18 UT. These auroral expansions were accompanied
by decreases in the AL index, indicating the occurrence of
two substorm expansion phases at these times. These are
indicated as black lines in Fig. 6. After 09:00 UT, the au-
rora along the midnight meridian dimmed to levels similar to
those prior to the pressure pulse and retreated equatorwards.
There was a further enhancement and poleward expansion
between 10:15 and 11:00 UT. The AU index showed an al-
most steady decrease throughout the interval, with slight en-
hancements between 07:30 and 08:30 UT.
3.2 Magnetospheric compression and magnetotail dipo-
larizations
Figure 7 shows a stack plot of magnetometer data from
GOES 8, 10 and Polar. Data from GOES 8 is represented
by the blue line, data from GOES 10 is represented by the
red line and data from Polar is represented by the black line
in each panel. The T89 magnetic field model is shown as the
dashed lines in the respective colour of the spacecraft. Pan-
els (a–c) show the BX, BY and BZ components of the mag-
P1                                  D1                    D3   W8       W10      W12
Fig. 7. Stack plot of magnetometer data from GOES 8 (blue)
and GOES 10 (red) and Polar (black). Panels (a–c) show the
BX , BY and BZ magnetic field components in GSM coordinates.
Panel (d) shows the magnetic field magnitude. Panel (e) shows
the angle between the BZ component and the component of the
magnetic field in the XY plane (latitude angle). The dashed traces
show the output from the T89 magnetic field model in the respec-
tive colours of the spacecraft. The horizontal dotted lines indicate
zero in each panel. The dashed vertical lines indicate the times of
the dipolarizations and the dotted vertical lines indicate the current
sheet wave as observed by the various spacecraft and shown in their
respective colours. The solid vertical line indicates the effects of the
pressure pulse.
netic field in GSM coordinates. Panel (d) shows the magnetic
field magnitude. Panel (e) shows the magnetic field latitude
angle, taken to be the angle between the BZ component and
the magnetic field component in the XY plane.
Around 07:00 UT, the magnetic fields at the GOES space-
craft were reasonably well matched by the T89 model,
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Fig. 8. Plot of FGM data Cluster. Panels (a–c) show the
BX , BY and BZ magnetic field components in GSM coordinates.
Panel (d) shows the magnetic field magnitude. Panel (e) shows the
magnetic field latitude angle. The black dashed traces are the model
field components from the T89 model based on the centre of the
Cluster tetrahedron. The solid vertical line indicates the effects of
the solar wind pressure pulse. The dotted lines indicate the current
sheet waves. The dashed lines indicate the times of the dipolariza-
tions of the field.
although, compared to the model, the magnetic field was
slightly stretched, indicated by the slightly depressed BZ
components (Fig. 7c), particularly at GOES 10. Data from
the Polar spacecraft shows that it also detected a stretched
field at this time in the post-midnight sector (Fig. 7c). At
07:15 UT, BX and BY increased in magnitude at GOES 8 fol-
lowed shortly by a larger increase in BX and BY at GOES 10.
Since these increases are not associated with dipolarizations
of the field, this indicates that the spacecraft detected an in-
crease in the Region 1 currents caused by the pressure pulse.
Polar detected a circularly polarized wave at this time (la-
belled P1) with a period of ∼150 s. GOES 10 detected two
dipolarizations of the magnetic field at 07:35 and 08:25 UT
and GOES 8 detected two dipolarizations at 07:47 UT and
08:45 UT, indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 7. A final
dipolarization of the magnetic field at GOES 8 at 09:10 UT
brought the magnetic field level back towards the model field
level, suggesting that the spacecraft moved out of the dis-
turbed tail region and round onto the flanks of the magneto-
sphere. Polar detected two dipolarizations of the magnetic
field at 08:08 and 08:40 UT respectively, labelled (D1 and
D3). The first of these dipolarizations was very rapid, with
the BZ component of the magnetic field increasing by 20 nT
in 45 s. This was in contrast to the dipolarizations at the
GOES spacecraft, which occurred over approximately 5 min.
The second dipolarization was associated with a large in-
crease in BX and BY , with similar but more extended in-
creases observed by GOES 8. This indicates that GOES 8
and Polar detected the Earthward directed current that makes
up part of the substorm current wedge. It is interesting to
note that GOES 10 did not see a signature of the return cur-
rent, although this is likely due to the location of the space-
craft at that time. The dipolarization at GOES 10 at 10:15 UT
was due to the substorm expansion phase observed in the AL
indices and auroral keogram (Fig. 6).
Figure 8 is a stack plot of magnetic field data from Cluster
in the same format as Fig. 7. Figure 9 shows the particle mo-
ments from the Cluster CIS and PEACE instruments. Data
from CIS were only available from Cluster 1 and 4. Pan-
els (a) and (b) show the ion temperature and density. Pan-
els (c–e) show the X, Y and Z components of the ion ve-
locity. Panels (f–j) show similar data for the electrons. The
dashed lines show the times of the dipolarizations and the
dotted lines indicate the current sheet waves.
From 06:45 UT, BZ at Cluster dropped steadily reaching
half the model value by 07:15 UT, indicating that the magne-
totail was stretching. At 07:18 UT, BX and the magnetic field
magnitude rapidly doubled (labelled P2), accompanied by a
drop in the latitude angle, indicating that Cluster detected the
compression of the magnetotail by the solar wind pressure
pulse. Following the pressure pulse, there were two large
dipolarizations of the field starting at 07:50 and 08:37 UT
observed as a more than doubling of BZ (Fig. 8c) and in-
dicated by the vertical dashed lines in the plot. The first of
these is associated with a drop in the BX component, indi-
cating that it occurred when Cluster first detected a current
sheet wave and is discussed in the next section. The second
of these (labelled D2), for which ion moments were avail-
able, was accompanied by a slight increase in the ion tem-
perature to 95 MK at Cluster 1 and 4. In concert with this,
there was a much smaller enhancement in the electron tem-
perature at Cluster 2. Data from Cluster 1, 3 and 4 were
of insufficient temporal resolution to determine whether or
not there was an increase in the electron temperature at these
spacecraft. Between 10:30 and 11:15 UT, Cluster detected
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Fig. 9. Plot of particle moments from the Cluster CIS and PEACE
instruments (Cluster 1: black, Cluster 2: red, Cluster 3: green, Clus-
ter 4: blue). Panels (a–e) show ion moments from the CIS instru-
ments. Panels (f–j) show moments from the PEACE instruments.
The plots show (a–e and f–j, respectively) the temperature, density,
VX , VY and VZ components.
a high-speed, lower density ion population, in concert with
reversals in BX and BY and an increased variability in all the
magnetic field components. In particular, the high speed ions
showed a large velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field
in the Earthwards direction, indicating that Cluster detected a
bursty bulk flow (BBF; Angelopoulos et al., 1992) and which
was likely associated with the auroral substorm activity seen
at this time (Fig. 6).
Figure 10 shows the average auroral luminosity between
55° and 80° magnetic latitude in bins of 1 h of MLT from
the FUV-WIC onboard the IMAGE spacecraft. The MLT
marked indicates the eastern edge of the bin, such that the
Fig. 10. Stack plot of auroral luminosity measured by FUV WIC on
board the IMAGE spacecraft averaged over 1 h of MLT and between
55 to 80° magnetic latitude. Each trace has had its minimum value
subtracted, such that the dotted lines indicate the minimum value
which has been set to 0 R. The traces are separated by 1500 R. The
red lines indicate the times at which dipolarizations were detected
by the Cluster (Cl), GOES (G8 or G10) or Polar (P) spacecraft,
indicated in the appropriate MLT sector.
01:00 MLT covers 01:00–02:00 MLT. The traces have been
normalized by subtracting the minimum value from all the
values for each trace. The traces are separated by 1500 R.
The red lines indicate the times and MLT sectors in which
the Cluster, GOES and Polar spacecraft detected dipolariza-
tions of the magnetic field.
At 07:15 UT, the auroral luminosity across the night side
began to increase, reaching a peak at 07:27 UT. The largest
increase occurred between 23:00 and 02:00 MLT, where the
average luminosity increased by 750–1000 R. Outside this
range the increase was∼500 R. At 07:40 UT there was an in-
crease of over 1000 R in the 22:00 MLT sector accompanied
by a 500 R increase in the 23:00 MLT sector. This propa-
gated eastward, with the peak of the brightening reaching the
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04:00 MLT sector by 08:18 UT before decaying to reach a lo-
cal minimum at 08:48 UT. A further, smaller enhancement
appeared at 08:18 UT in the 22:00 MLT sector and again
propagated eastward, with the peak of the brightening reach-
ing the 03:00 MLT sector by 09:12 UT before decaying to a
minimum at 10:00 UT. A final enhancement, initiated in the
23:00 MLT sector at 10:12 UT, propagated both eastward and
westward.
The red lines in Fig. 10 show that the dipolarizations de-
tected by the Cluster and GOES spacecraft occurred just
prior to the auroral enhancements, apart from the second
dipolarization detected by GOES 10, indicating that the dipo-
larizations of the tail magnetic field were associated with the
auroral substorms. The first dipolarization detected by Polar
occurred at the time of peak brightness in the 03:00 MLT sec-
tor. Given this, and the much quicker dipolarization observed
by Polar at this time, it seems unlikely that the dipolarization
detected by Polar was the same feature detected by GOES.
Figure 10 shows that the enhancement of the aurora was
less rapid as the aurora progressed towards dawn, hence de-
termining the speed from the peaks of the auroral enhance-
ments, which are well defined, would give a slower aurora
expansion velocity than than if the velocity were determined
from the start times of the enhancements. As such, we de-
termine the velocity of the auroral expansion based on the
start of the auroral enhancement in each sector. The eastward
expansion velocities of the aurora were 5.5 and 2.75 kms−1
for the first and second expansions respectively. Assuming
that the dipolarization region expands in the Y direction be-
tween GOES 10 and GOES 8 gives the dipolarization expan-
sion velocities as 69 and 32 kms−1 respectively. Mapping
these velocities into the ionosphere from GOES 8 using the
T89 model gives corresponding ionospheric velocities of 7
and 3 kms−1, hence the auroral expansion velocities and the
dipolarization region expansion velocities were similar.
Four-spacecraft timing analysis (Harvey, 1998) compares
the lag of a given feature in the magnetic field across four
points in space, and determines the velocity of the feature.
For a planar discontinuity, the direction of travel is equiva-
lent to the direction normal to the discontinuity. Assuming
that the magnetic field variations are locally planar, in par-
ticular on the scale size of the Cluster tetrahedron, we apply
these techniques to determine the propagation direction of
the compression front and dipolarizations in the tail.
Table 1 shows the results of four-spacecraft timing anal-
ysis of the magnetic field data from Cluster for the effects
of the pressure pulse (P2 above) and for the dipolarization
that is not directly associated with a current sheet wave (D2
above). The results from the four-spacecraft timing analysis
are from a 10 min window centred on the time given. This
window aids the comparison of the field between multiple
spacecraft and visually checking the results. The data were
smoothed using a 40 s Boxcar filter in order to remove any
small scale fluctuations in the magnetic field. The lags be-
tween the spacecraft were determined from local minima and
maxima in the BX component for the pressure pulse event
and theBZ component for the dipolarizations. Results shown
in italics were determined using EXT mode data from Clus-
ter.
The results from the four-spacecraft timing analysis indi-
cate that the normal to the compression front at Cluster (P2)
was orientated predominantly in the Z direction, whereas the
dipolarization front was travelling in the −Y direction and
Earthward. Projecting the velocity of the dipolarization front
into the ionosphere using the T89 model gives corresponding
eastward ionospheric velocity of 2.5 kms−1. This velocity
is a good match for the observed auroral expansion velocity
at this time and the projected ionospheric velocity from the
GOES spacecraft.
In summary, data from the magnetometers onboard Clus-
ter, Polar and GOES 8 and 10 have shown that prior to the so-
lar wind pressure pulse the magnetotail was stretched due to
the extended period of southward IMF. Following the arrival
of the pressure pulse, the magnetosphere was compressed
outside 6RE and the Region 1 currents were enhanced. The
effects of the pressure pulse travelled downtail from GOES to
Cluster, as we would expect for a travelling solar wind pres-
sure front. Following the pressure pulse, dipolarizations were
observed at GOES 10, GOES 8, and Polar at 07:35, 07:47,
and 08:08 UT, respectively, and by GOES 8, GOES 10, Clus-
ter and Polar at 08:25, 08:45, 08:37 and 08:40 UT, respec-
tively. The dawnwards propagation of these dipolarizations
between the GOES spacecraft and at Cluster was consistent
with observations of dawnward moving aurora in the IMAGE
FUV data, indicating that the dipolarizations were due to the
occurrence of substorms and that at least one of the dipolar-
izations was observed across a distance of 12RE downtail.
3.3 Current sheet wave observations
Following the solar wind pressure pulse, Cluster observed
multiple, pseudo-periodic reductions and recoveries in the
BX component of the magnetic field, accompanied by local
peaks in the field latitude angle starting at 07:30 UT (Fig. 8).
After 08:48 UT, Cluster crossed the current sheet several
times. These current sheet crossings have previously been
studied by Zhang et al. (2002), who determined that they
were due to current sheet waves. Given that BX reduces on
approach to the current sheet, it is apparent the periodic re-
ductions in BX prior to the current sheet crossings were also
due to a wavy current sheet. Following the second substorm,
Polar observed periodic decreases in the BX component of
the magnetic field away from the elevated level with a similar
form to those at Cluster. These are interpreted as the current
sheet moving towards Polar, similar to the Cluster observa-
tions prior to the second substorm. These wave encounters at
Cluster and Polar are labelled W1–13 in chronological order
on Figs. 7 and 8.
Figure 9 shows that, following the second substorm,
the current sheet wave had little effect on the plasma
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Table 1. The outputs of four-spacecraft timing analysis (4SCT) of the magnetic field data from Cluster. The clock angle (angle between the
Z and Y components) of the 4SCT vector is given.
No. Event UT 4SCT Speed Clock
(X, Y, Z) (kms−1)
P2 Press. Pulse 07:19 (0.06, 0.33, −0.94) 67 161
D2 Dipolarization 08:37 (0.44, −0.76, −0.49) 42 −123
environment at Cluster, with both ion and electron densities
and velocities remaining approximately constant throughout
the interval of the wave observations. The electron tempera-
ture increased by 5 MK at the first wave encounter following
the dipolarization D2 and remained at this elevated level un-
til after the last current sheet crossing. Small variations in
the ion VZ component were present, due to the bulk vertical
motion of the current sheet and its plasma. These will be
discussed further in Sect. 4.
Minimum variance analysis (MVA; Sonnerup and Cahill,
1967; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998) can be used to deter-
mine the direction normal to a planar discontinuity or spatial
variation in the magnetic field based on the assumption that
magnetic field component normal to the discontinuity does
not vary and that there is significant variation in the field in
the plane of the discontinuity. In the ideal case, minimum
variance analysis requires that at the magnetic field disconti-
nuity, the two components of the magnetic field in the plane
of the discontinuity vary to give a rotation of the field across
the discontinuity and the magnetic field perpendicular to the
discontinuity is invariant. In reality, small scale spatial and
temporal variations mean that there is an apparent field vari-
ation perpendicular to the discontinuity, hence the ratio of
the variances in the minimum and intermediate directions is
used to indicate how well defined the minimum variance di-
rection is. The MVA technique provides a variance matrix
and associated eigenvalues, λ1, λ2 and λ3, corresponding to
the directions of maximum, intermediate and minimum vari-
ance respectively.
Sergeev et al. (2006) used data from the Cluster space-
craft to compare the results of MVA and four-spacecraft tim-
ing for 109 current sheet crossings. They found that when
λ2/λ3 > 4 the vectors from the two techniques mostly agreed
to within 30° . This indicates that, unlike the Harris cur-
rent sheet model (Harris, 1962) which only has a direction of
maximum variance, the tail current sheet has an intermediate
variance direction which lies approximately in the direction
of the cross-tail current and, as such, a minimum variance di-
rection normal to the current sheet. Sergeev et al. related this
variation in the intermediate direction to field-aligned cur-
rents or perturbations. Other effects, such as tail BY com-
ponents due to reconnection with the solar wind might also
cause sufficient departure from the Harris model to introduce
an intermediate variance direction. Since Polar is a single
spacecraft, the MVA technique is used on data from Polar
and Cluster to aid cross-comparison between them. Based
on Sergeev et al. (2006), we will take λ2/λ3 > 4 to indicate
that the MVA results are reliable.
Tables 2 and 3 list 13 current sheet oscillations from the
Cluster and Polar datasets. Table 2 lists the results from MVA
and four-spacecraft timing analysis from Cluster along with
the angular difference between the vectors from the two tech-
niques. Table 3 lists the MVA results from Polar along with
the angular difference between the Polar MVA vectors and
the Cluster MVA vectors and between the Polar MVA vec-
tors and the Cluster four-spacecraft timing vectors.
The angles between the MVA and four-spacecraft timing
vectors from the Cluster data indicate that the two techniques
give similar results for the direction of the current sheet wave,
with the vectors being within ∼10° −20° of each other. The
angular difference between the two techniques and the λ2/λ3
ratios are in keeping with Sergeev et al. (2006). Compar-
ing the MVA results from Polar with the MVA and four-
spacecraft timing analysis results from Cluster shows that
these vectors were not so well aligned, with the angle be-
tween the vectors varying between 45° and 70° , despite the
reasonably good λ2/λ3. However, upon closer inspection, it
is obvious that all the vectors after 07:57 UT were directed
dawnwards and Earthwards at both Cluster and Polar, apart
from the MVA vector from W9 (Cluster) which has a tailward
component. The largest variations between the Cluster and
Polar vectors appears to be in the Z component; the Z com-
ponents from the four-spacecraft timing analysis at Cluster
all had a magnitude less than 0.33 and were predominantly
negative, whereas the components from the MVA at Polar
were generally larger than this but positive. Also, the X com-
ponent of the Polar MVA vectors was a factor of two or more
larger.
Comparing the auroral activity (Fig. 10) to the observa-
tions of the current sheet waves, we note that the auroral lu-
minosity in the 02:00 MLT sector reached a minimum shortly
after the last current sheet crossing by Cluster. As such, the
lifetime of the auroral luminosity and the wave activity at
Cluster were similar.
To summarise; Cluster and Polar observed large, rapid
changes in the magnetic field BX component following the
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Table 2. The outputs of the minimum variance analysis (MVA) and four spacecraft timing analysis (4SCT) of the magnetic field data from
Cluster. The MVA vectors and eigenvalue ratios (λ2/λ3) have been averaged across the four spacecraft. The clock angle (angle between the
Z and Y components) of the 4SCT vector is given, along the the angular difference between the vectors from the two techniques.
No. UT MVA λ2/λ3 4SCT Speed Clock Ang. diff
(X, Y, Z) (X, Y, Z) (kms−1)
W1 07:30 (0.23, 0.11, 0.97) 5.61 (0.122, 0.31, 0.94) 66 18 13
W2 07:41 (0.19, 0.31, 0.93) 4.74 (−0.14, 0.09, 0.99) 82 5 23
W3 07:50 (−0.27, −0.61, −0.74) 2.03 (0.64, −0.77, 0.04) 80 −87 74
W4 07:57 (0.47, −0.86, 0.17) 1.81 (0.16, −0.98 ,0.08) 70 −85 21
W5 08:10 (0.19, −0.97, 0.13) 19.7 (0.13, −0.94, 0.32) 61 −71 12
W6 08:27 (0.38, −0.92, 0.11) 12.0 (0.25, −0.93, −0.26) 40 −105 23
W7 08:48 (0.41, −0.88, −0.24) 4.47 (0.35, −0.89, −0.29) 7 −108 4
W9 09:05 (−0.21, −0.98, 0.05) 3.4 (0.20, −0.94, −0.28) 29 −106 30
W11 09:20 (0.22, −0.83, −0.51) 12.8 (0.2, −0.94, −0.28) 29 −106 15
W13 09:50 (0.30, −0.95, 0.06) 5.58 (0.64, −0.76, 0.14) 25 −80 23
Table 3. The outputs of the minimum variance analysis (MVA) of magnetic field data from the Polar spacecraft at various universal times
along with the ratio of the intermediate to minimum eigenvalues. The Ang. Diff. MVA and Ang. Diff. 4SCT columns show the angu-
lar difference between the MVA vector at Polar and the MVA vector and four-spacecraft timing vector respectively from Cluster for the
corresponding event (nearest in time).
No. UT MVA λ2/λ3 Ang. diff. Ang. diff.
(X, Y, Z) MVA 4SCT
W8 08:49 (0.53, -0.57, 0.631) 4.55 56 59
W10 09:08 (0.84, -0.54, -0.06) 38.8 70 46
W12 09:25 (0.38, -0.55, 0.74) 2.72 80 67
solar wind pressure pulse, signalling the presence of current
sheet waves. MVA and four-spacecraft timing analysis show
that the current sheet waves were travelling consistently in
the −Y direction at Polar and Cluster. However, the Z com-
ponent of the normal to the current sheet had opposite senses
at Cluster and Polar, such that the angle between the current
sheet orientation at Cluster and Polar was large.
4 Comparison of current sheet wave models
Various models have been proposed to explain how the
plasma sheet supports waves propagating perpendicular to
the magnetic field. Early models based on MHD were un-
able to explain the relatively low speed of the cross-tail
waves (∼100 kms−1) compared with the local sound speed
(∼1000 kms−1) whereas models based on ion drift fail to ex-
plain wave motion in the dawnward direction (Sergeev et al.,
2004, and references therein). Golovchanskaya and Maltsev
(2005) proposed a model based on the application of the bal-
looning instability waves (Safargaleev and Mal’Tsev, 1986)
in a curved magnetic field. From the dispersion relation for
ballooning perturbations,
ω2 =V 2Ak2‖+ωg
k2y
k2n+k2y
(1)
and using the assumptions made by Golovchanskaya and
Maltsev, it can be shown that the phase velocity of the wave
in the Y direction is
v
p
y ≈VA
√
2BZ+B lobeX
BZaky
(2)
where VA is the Alfve´n velocity of the current sheet particles,
BZ is the Z component of the magnetic field through the
plasma sheet, B lobeX is the X component of the magnetic field
in the lobe, a is the current sheet half-thickness and k is the
wave vector in the (‖) field-aligned, (n) field-normal and (Y )
azimuthal directions.
Erkaev et al. (2008) considered that the Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin (WKB) approximation used by Golovchanskaya
and Maltsev was inappropriate for the plasma sheet. Instead,
they proposed a model based on linearised MHD solved in a
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Fig. 11. Plots of VZ against dBX/dt (a and c) and By against BX (b and d) for each of the current sheet crossings detected by Cluster 1 (a
and b) and Cluster 4 (c and d). The correlation coefficient is given in each panel.
piecewise manner from the centre to the edge of the current
sheet then from the edge of the current sheet to the iono-
sphere. Across the current sheet, they allowed BX and BZ
to vary with position. From this, they determined that the
flapping frequency was given by
ωf =
√
1
µ0ρ
〈
∂Bx
∂z
〉
∂Bz
∂x
(3)
where ρ is the current sheet density and the dispersion rela-
tion was
ω= ωf k4√
k242+λ2k
(4)
where 4 is the current sheet half-thickness, k is the wave
number and λk is the dimensionless numerical solution to
tanλk = k4/λk . Note that the equations have been converted
from the given form in Erkaev et al. (2008), in Gaussian
units, to a form in SI units.
As both the above models can require the current sheet
half-thickness as an input, we use the data from the Cluster
spacecraft to determine the current sheet thickness for each
of the current sheet crossings.
Sergeev et al. (1998) stated that, for a flapping current cur-
rent sheet, VZ and dBX/dt would be correlated and that the
current sheet half-thickness (h) could be calculated as
h=BlA1/
√
1+k21 (5)
where Bl is the lobe magnetic field strength, A1 is the gradi-
ent between VZ and dBX/dt and k1 is the gradient between
BY and BX. Figure 11 shows (a and c) VZ against dBX/dt
and (b and d) BY against BX for 200 s centred on the current
sheet crossing for Cluster 1 and 4 respectively. The correla-
tion coefficient is given in each panel. Table 4 shows the gra-
dients between VZ and dBX/dt and BY and BZ and the lobe
magnetic field strengths determined by the Cluster spacecraft
for each of the current sheet crossings. Bl is calculated by as-
suming that the magnetic field pressure in the lobes balances
the sum of the ion and magnetic pressures observed by Clus-
ter.
Runov et al. (2005) showed that the distance of the
barycentre of the Cluster spacecraft from the centre of the
current sheet (Z*) could be calculated as
Z∗(t)=
∫ t2
t1
∂BL
∂t
[∇n.BL]−1 (6)
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Fig. 12. Plots of (a) the average BX across the Cluster spacecraft, (b) the total current density against Z* and (c) DivB/CurlB against Z* for
each of the current sheet crossings by Cluster. The times above the top row show the centre time (t=0) of each column.
Table 4. The lobe magnetic field strength, the gradients between VZ and dBX/dt (A1) and BY and BX (k1), and the current sheet half-
thicknesses determined using the method of Sergeev et al. (1998) for the current sheet crossings by Cluster 1 (C1) and Cluster 4 (C4).
Crossing Bl (C1) A1 (C1) k1 (C1) CS half-thickness (RE) Bl (C4) A1 (C4) k1 (C4) CS half-thickness (RE)
08:49 33.29 −99.53 0.50 0.46 32.70 −82.12 0.54 0.37
08:56 30.00 −79.72 0.13 0.37 28.66 −139.2 0.28 0.60
09:14 29.79 −71.37 0.49 0.30 28.77 −418.4 0.46 1.71
09:17 30.26 −202.3 0.28 0.92 29.21 −185.3 0.28 0.82
09:52 27.13 −179.5 0.37 0.72 25.96 −160.2 0.40 0.61
where BL is the barycentric magnetic field in the maxi-
mum variance direction (approximately the X direction) and
∇n.BL is the gradient of the BL component in the direction
perpendicular to the current sheet. The current sheet half-
thickness can then be determined from the profile of the cur-
rent density, |j|, determined from the curlometer technique
(Dunlop et al., 1988; Robert et al., 1998) against Z*. Fig-
ure 12 shows (a) BL, (b) the current density profile in the Z*
direction and (c) the |DivB/CurlB| profile in the Z* direc-
tion. The dotted lines in (b) show half the maximum current
density. The figure shows that the current sheet thickness
varied with time and that for the majority of the current sheet
crossings |DivB/CurlB| was below 0.2, indicating that the
currents from the curlometer are reliable.
Figure 13 shows the current sheet half-thickness, deter-
mined from the above techniques, against time. The thick-
nesses from Cluster 1 and Cluster 4 from the Sergeev et al.
technique are in black and red respectively, and the thickness
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Fig. 13. Plot of current sheet half-thickness against time using the
half-thicknesses determined by the Sergeev et al. technique (Clus-
ter 1: black, Cluster 4: red) and the Runov et al. technique (blue).
from the Runov et al. technique is in blue. The two tech-
niques give similar results for all the crossings, apart from
the crossing at 09:14 UT. For this crossing, the correlation
coefficient between VZ and dBZ/dt from Cluster 1 was low,
indicating that the gradient between them, and hence the cur-
rent sheet thickness, was not well defined.
During the first current sheet crossing, the current sheet
was very thin (half-thickness less than 0.5RE). Subse-
quently, the current sheet thickened, reaching a maximum
half-thickness of between 1 and 1.8RE , before thinning
again prior to the substorm at 10:15 UT.
Data from the PEACE and CIS-CODIF sensors (Fig. 9)
show that the particle density during this interval was
∼0.4 cm−3. Using an ion population of 95% H+ and 5%
O+, as detected by the CIS-CODIF sensor, a lobe magnetic
field in the X direction of 40 nT, a sheet magnetic field of
25 nT with a BZ of 15 nT, a current sheet Alfve´n velocity
of 650 kms−1, a wave length of 4RE (from Zhang et al.,
2002), and the average current sheet half-thicknesses from
the above techniques (excluding the third value from Clus-
ter 1, which is clearly in error as discussed above), the phase
velocity from the Golovchanskaya and Maltsev model were
calculated to be between 1000 and 5000 kms−1, which is two
order of magnitudes larger than observed.
Using the mean magnetic field gradients determined by
Cluster during 200 s surrounding each of the current sheet
crossings and the same ion density as above, the wave pe-
riods in the Erkaev et al. model are determined to be be-
tween 2 to 8.5 min. Using the average magnetic field gradi-
ents during the interval gives a wave period of 6 min. These
periods are somewhat smaller than the observed period of
approximately 20 min. Using the calculated wave frequen-
cies, the wave speeds from the Erkaev et al. model were 44
to 130 kms−1, although using a 20 min period gives veloc-
ities from 13 to 20 kms−1, approximately two-thirds of the
observed velocities.
Figure 14 shows the temporal variation of the velocity of
the waves in the YGSM direction, determined from the four-
spacecraft timing analysis of the Cluster data, along with the
phase velocities calculated from the Erkaev et al. model for a
Fig. 14. Plot of the velocity in the Y direction (black), determined
from four-spacecraft analysis, for the dipolarization and wave fronts
against time and the phase velocity calculated from the Erkaev et al.
(2008) model using the observed current sheet half-thicknesses and
a wave period of 20 min. The dashed lines indicate the times of the
dipolarizations.
wave period of 20 min (blue trace). The observed and model
velocities follow similar trends, although the model veloc-
ities are approximately two-thirds of the observed veloci-
ties, as noted above. It should be noted that the true phase
velocity of these waves should be across the current sheet,
whereas the observed velocity is the velocity perpendicular
to the wave front. Given that the current sheet was in motion
at this time, it is difficult to determine its average inclination
in the YZ plane. As such, the velocity of the waves in the Y
direction is taken as an approximation to the phase velocity
of the waves.
5 Discussion
5.1 Magnetospheric compression and magnetotail dipo-
larizations
In this study, a solar wind pressure pulse, following an ex-
tended period of southward IMF, was observed to compress
the magnetosphere prior to the onset of three substorms. Sub-
sequent to the arrival of the solar wind pressure pulse at the
dayside, the magnetic field magnitude at Cluster’s location in
the tail increased by a factor of∼2, dominated by an increase
in the BX component (Fig. 8a and d). Data from GOES 8 and
10 also showed increases in the magnetic field magnitude at
this time (Fig. 7) associated with an enhancement in the Re-
gion 1 currents. Polar observed a circularly polarised wave
inside of 5RE XGSM at this time, with a period of ∼2.5 min.
The solar wind pressure pulse excited global auroral activ-
ity. Data from FUV-WIC on board the IMAGE spacecraft
showed that, following the solar wind pressure pulse, the av-
erage luminosity in the nightside MLT sectors increased by
up to 1000 R, with the largest increase occurring from 23:00
to 03:00 MLT.
Following the pressure pulse, three substorm expansion
phases, starting at 07:35, 08:18 and 10:15 UT respectively,
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were observed in auroral and ground magnetometer data
(Fig. 6). In the magnetosphere, GOES 8 and 10, Polar and
Cluster all observed dipolarizations of the magnetic field. At
Cluster, the first dipolarization was observed in tandem with
a current sheet wave. At Polar, the first dipolarization was
much more rapid that at the other spacecraft. During the final
substorm, Cluster detected a bursty bulk flow (Angelopoulos
et al., 1992) and crossed the magnetotail current sheet twice.
The eastward expansion velocities of the first two auroral
substorms were well matched by the projected ionospheric
velocities of the dipolarizations from GOES. Mapping the
propagation of the dipolarization across the Cluster space-
craft into the ionosphere also gave an ionospheric velocity of
the footpoint of the dipolarization comparable to the auroral
expansion velocity. This indicates that the region of dipo-
larized magnetic field associated with the second substorm
extended over 12RE and expanded eastwards. These obser-
vations are consistent with Liou et al. (2002) and Nakamura
et al. (2005) who showed the correlation between the motion
of an auroral substorm and dipolarizations at geostationary
orbit and the detection of a dipolarization front across 5RE
respectively. The eastward motion of the aurora is also con-
sistent with the IMF BY control of the motion of the auroral
bulge (Liou et al., 2006; Liou and Ruohoniemi, 2006a,b).
5.2 Current sheet wave
Following the solar wind pressure pulse, Cluster and Polar
observed large, rapid decreases and recoveries in the mag-
netic field magnitude, dominated by variations in the BX
component and accompanied by increases in the latitude an-
gle. The variations in the field at Polar were not observed
until after the second substorm. In a previous study of this
time, Zhang et al. (2002) showed that, after 08:48 UT, the
variations in the magnetic field at Cluster were due to Clus-
ter crossing the current sheet several times. They related
these current sheet crossings to a current sheet wave and used
four-spacecraft timing analysis on the BX=0 nT crossings to
determine that the wave was travelling in the −Y direction.
We have expanded upon this study, incorporating data from
a larger dataset and including data from the Polar spacecraft.
Although prior to 08:48 UT Cluster did not cross the current
sheet, the periodic reductions in the BX component indicate
that the current sheet wave was present at this time. During
the third substorm, Cluster crossed the current sheet twice
during the passage of a bursty bulk flow. It is clear from the
particle moments and the magnetic field data that the plasma
dynamics during these crossings were very different from the
current sheet wave activity beforehand. As such, these cross-
ings are not considered within this study.
Only three out of the nine Cluster observations of the cur-
rent sheet wave had values of λ2/λ3 < 4. In keeping with
Sergeev et al. (2006), the angles between the vectors from
the MVA and four-spacecraft timing analysis were fairly low.
However, comparing the angle between the MVA vectors at
Polar and the MVA and four-spacecraft timing analysis vec-
tors at Cluster shows that the vectors are consistently out by
> 40° despite one of the events having a particularly high
λ2/λ3. This would suggest that there was some offset be-
tween the Polar and Cluster vectors, most likely due to their
large separation. Comparing the vectors directly shows that
the Y components are fairly consistent but the angle in the
XZ plane is oppositely directed at one spacecraft compared
with the other. The results of the MVA and four-spacecraft
timing analysis at Cluster (Table 2) and MVA at Polar (Ta-
ble 3) has shown that for all the waves observed following
the substorms, the waves were travelling in the −Y direc-
tion, although it is not possible to determine whether or not
the waves at Polar were travelling in this direction or the
opposite direction unambiguously. However, given that the
dipolarization fronts and auroral enhancements were travel-
ling dawnwards, it seems reasonable to suggest that the same
is true for the current sheet wave in the vicinity of Polar.
Despite FGM EXT mode being designed to provide con-
textual information and not usually suited to multi-spacecraft
analysis (Brown et al., 2008), comparison between the MVA
and four-spacecraft timing analysis of the data and compari-
son of the results of these techniques between the EXT mode
data and 5 Hz CAA data would suggest that the results, in
this case, are reliable, given the similarity between the vec-
tors obtained at different times and the relatively small angle
between the vectors from the two different techniques.
Prior to the first substorm, Cluster observed periodic vari-
ations in the magnetic field with phase fronts orientated pre-
dominantly in the Z direction. The orientation of these vari-
ations was more in keeping with the orientation of the com-
pression front observed at 07:19 UT. It is unclear whether
this oscillation of the magnetosphere prior to the first sub-
storm is the generation mechanism for the current sheet wave
and that the substorms acted to modify the wave’s propaga-
tion, or whether the substorms introduced a new wave into
the system.
That the spacecraft did not cross the current sheet follow-
ing the first substorm may be due to several factors. Using
the change in BX as a proxy for the amplitude of the os-
cillation, it appears that the amplitude increased following
each substorm. As such, the amplitude of the oscillation may
have only become sufficient following the second substorm
to cause the spacecraft to cross the current sheet. Alterna-
tively, as Cluster was moving towards the current sheet from
the northern part of the magnetotail, Cluster would have ap-
proached closer to the average position of the centre of the
current sheet between the two substorms, such that Cluster
was close enough to cross the current sheet following the
second substorm. Petrukovich et al. (2006) noted that the
wave amplitude increased with increasing tilt of the current
sheet for a fortuitous event on 3 August 2004. This does not
appear to be the case for the oscillations studied here.
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5.3 Comparison of current sheet wave models
The observations of the current sheet waves were used to
compare the current sheet wave models of Golovchanskaya
and Maltsev (2005) and Erkaev et al. (2008). As both mod-
els use the current sheet thickness in their calculation of fur-
ther parameters, it was necessary to determine the current
sheet thickness. This was determined in two ways; by cor-
relating VZ with dBX/dt and BY and BX (Sergeev et al.,
1998) and by determining the temporal and spatial variations
of the field Runov et al. (2005). Although the correlation co-
efficient between VZ and dBX/dt was less than 0.3 for two
of the current sheet crossings, and DivB/CurlB was signifi-
cantly higher for the same event (indicating a poorer deter-
mination of j and ∇B), Fig. 13 shows that the two methods
gave similar results for the current sheet thicknesses during
each of the crossings. It also appears that the current sheet
was thickening between 08:49 and 09:17 UT before thinning
slightly.
Using the model of Golovchanskaya and Maltsev (2005),
the calculated velocities were found to be two orders of mag-
nitude larger than the observed velocities. In contrast, the
wave velocities from the model of Erkaev et al. (2008) were
close to those observed and that followed the same trend
(Fig. 14). As such, the Erkaev et al. model appears to be
more applicable in this situation. It is worth noting, however,
that using the Erkaev et al. model to calculate the expected
wave frequencies using the observed magnetic field gradients
returned values that an order of magnitude smaller than ob-
served. This may represent an over simplification of the tail
magnetic field topology used by Erkaev et al. (2008) or may
indicate that the observed magnetic field gradients are not in-
dicative of the global properties of the magnetosphere. The
most likely explanation is that it is some combination of both
effects.
Both Golovchanskaya and Maltsev (2005) and Erkaev
et al. (2008) used their models to determine the group ve-
locity of the waves and compared this to the observed veloc-
ities reported in previous studies (e.g. Sergeev et al., 2004).
Although the group velocity may give us more information
about the energy transported in the waves, by the nature of
the observations, the observed velocity must be the phase ve-
locity of the waves. It is clear from the dispersion relations
that the phase and group velocities are not equal in these
models. As such, we compared the phase velocities from
these models with the observations.
Neither of the models discussed consider the generation
mechanism for the flapping motion of the plasma sheet, only
the mechanism that supports the wave propagation. Erkaev
et al. (2008) suggested that BBFs created by reconnection
events may excite the wave activity “like a ship moving on a
water surface”. This is consistent with a near-Earth neutral
line injecting Earthward-moving flux into the plasma sheet
(Cowley, 1984), such as is expected during substorms, and
exciting the wave.
Our results suggest that there is a strong link between the
substorm expansion phase and the wavy current sheet, clearly
showing that the current sheet wave and expansion of the re-
gion of dipolarized magnetic field had comparable veloci-
ties, that the cross tail current sheet wave occurred after the
substorm onsets and that the lifetime of the auroral enhance-
ments was comparable with the lifetime of the current sheet
waves. However, our results also show the presence of a pe-
riodic variation orientated in the Z direction in the magneto-
tail prior to the substorm onset. It is not clear what effect this
earlier wave had on the generation of the current sheet wave.
One possibility is that the excitation of the wavy current sheet
occurs in two parts. Firstly, the solar wind pressure pulse
compresses the magnetosphere, and hence the current sheet.
This causes the current sheet to oscillate in the ZGSM direc-
tion. Following this, two substorms dipolarize the mid-tail.
This disruption in the mid-tail changes the magnetic field os-
cillation from an oscillation in the ZGSM direction to a wave
propagating in the −YGSM direction with approximately the
same period, with the amplitude of the oscillation increas-
ing following each substorm. However, the model of Erkaev
et al. shows that the wave period is dependent on the tail con-
figuration and it is unclear what effect, if any, a pre-existing
wave would have.
The similarity between the propagation velocities of the
current sheet waves, the two dipolarization expansions and
the expanding aurora may indicate that the propagation ve-
locities of these features are controlled by the configuration
of the tail defined as in the Erkaev et al. model. Further
observations of these features that consider these constraints
are required to test this hypothesis.
6 Conclusions
Two substorms following a solar wind pressure pulse on 3
August 2001, have been examined in the context of the wavy
current sheet, as investigated by Zhang et al. (2002). In both
cases, the dipolarization was seen at geosynchronous orbit by
GOES 8 and 10 and Polar, and by the Cluster spacecraft in
the tail. We have shown that the projected ionospheric veloc-
ities of the expansion of the region of dipolarized magnetic
field were consistent with the motion of the substorm auroral
activity, confirming that the expansion of the region of dipo-
larized magnetic field is related to substorm auroral activity
and indicating that this is true across large distances in the
tail.
Following both substorm onsets, Cluster and Polar de-
tected signatures of a wavy current sheet. Using MVA and
four-spacecraft timing analysis, it has been shown that the
dipolarizations and current sheet waves propagated across
the tail with similar velocities. Our results are not able to de-
termine whether or not the substorms were the source of the
wave, since there is evidence of an oscillation of the plasma
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sheet orientated in the Z-direction following the solar wind
pressure pulse.
We have tested the models of Golovchanskaya and Malt-
sev (2005) and Erkaev et al. (2008) against our observations.
We found that the model of Golovchanskaya and Maltsev
(2005) over-estimated the phase velocity of the waves by two
orders of magnitude compared with the observations. In con-
trast, the model of Erkaev et al. (2008) reproduced the ex-
pected wave velocity to within two-thirds of the observed
wave velocities. Based on this, and the similar velocities
of the dipolarization fronts and the current sheet waves, we
have suggested that the propagation velocities of dipolariza-
tion fronts of substorm expansion phase and the current sheet
wave are determined by the magnetotail configuration.
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